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WATCHSTANDER AGAINST PIRACY
(Nov  1 2013) 

American company WatchStander has announced that it has completed
development of an automated system designed to prevent pirates from
boarding ships.

Now ready to be installed on commercial ships, the WatchStander system
uses Simrad radars to check surrounding traffic and identify suspicious
behaviour.

If a nearby vessel is manoeuvring in a way that suggests it is preparing an
attack, the system starts tracking it and notifies the ship’s crew of the
upcoming threat. It also starts capturing data and video of the incident.

At the same time, the WatchStander directs a powerful spotlight at the
suspicious boat. Company president David Rigsby says that this lets pirates
know that they have lost the element of surprise and that the ship’s crew are
alert.

If the suspicious boat keeps on approaching, WatchStander will implement
non-lethal countermeasures of increasing intensity, unless the captain
overrides the system. Besides the spotlight, which can also be used in strobe
mode, these countermeasures may soon include: a laser, dye balls,
malodorant balls, or pepper spray balls.

“What makes our system unique is that it disrupts the attack without
burdening the crew in a way that is affordable,” said Mr Rigsby.
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